Re Will Conduct
His Work Feb* 2

group itself he says : It has made
truly remarkable progres s in the
past four months. We have 65 members , including fWe violinists and
fou r basses ; also 'five horns. Among
th em are players who have been
with major orchestras throughout
the-country ; as well as , school music
supervisors ". This statement reflects Re's enthusiasm for and faith
in Maine concert music in general.
Despite his additional responsibilities as professor and director of the
Colby Summer School of Music,
Professor TRe plan s , to continue composing as soon as time allows. One
of his immediate concerns , however,
is the preparation di Colby's annual
spring choral performance which has
included in the past such works as
the Brahms German Requiem. Possibilities for this season include the
This season find s the composer as J. S. Bach Mass in B Minor, Kcmusical director of the Bangor Sym- d aly 's Te Deum , the Verdi Te Deum
phony Orchestra which plans to give and others.
six concerts in the newly built Ban- Professor Re will perform latter
MAKING THEMSELVESAT Hj OME — Colby students for two weeks, our Mexican visitors Ed- gor High A uditorium which Profes- in the school
yea* in a special conuardo Torres, Marcela Andaluz, Rose Maria\ Camara , Marina Gar cia , Mxreya Notholt , Maria del Soc- sor . Be describes . as "aesthetically cert for members of the Colby Muorro Sob,.Xavier .de La Concha, Eduardo Giral , and Alejandro Gonzales have been rapidly assimilat- and. acou'stically superb*' . Of the sic Associates.
ing int o the campus life of a "typical American small college". They are here under the auspices of the
Experiment in International Living and have also visited in Texcs and New York StateSWhile at Colby,
their itinerary has included lectures, movies and concerts on campus, a breakfast with President Strider ,
an afterno on at Thayer Hospital , and a visit to a Waterville elementary school. Like all Colby students,
they have also been frequent visitors to the spa .
During the short tirrte that they have been, here , our Mexican friends have done much to promote in- aaWammmWamVBSImaVLm
.
Umf SSSStSSSSO ^
ternational understand ing ¦.— .explaining their d if f e rent customs, sharing ideas and teaching roommates
¦
T^ie:
Miexwcth^
io speak S^^sh.
After a series di postponements,
associate professor of music, Peter
Re, is going to conduct the premiere
of his work "A Maine Profile ". It
is to be performed on February 2 , at
8 :15 -p.m. by the Portland Symphony Orchestra.
Arthur Bennett Lipkin , music director df the orchestra first commissioned 'th e w or k and h as approve d
bhe . score of "A Maine Profile ".
Guest conductor at the performance
will be IVanci's Madiera, director of
the Hhode Island Philharmonic, although he has not ..yet heard the
composition .
"A Maine Profile " which employ s
folklore in describing the composer 's
attitude toward Maine is the most
recent accomplishments of Pro'fe'ssor Re who came to Colby in 1951.

Williams Holds His
i^idierice Spellbound

ROTC Announces
AFOOT for Jan. 25
Major Walter J. Brooks , Professor of Aerospace Studies, has announced that the Air Force Officer
Qualification Test (AFOQT) will he
administered on Monday,, 25 January 1&65, in room 106, - Lovejoy, at
8 :00 a.m. ' •
. ,;
Applicants 'for the two and four
year Air Force ROTC programs
must pass this examination before
they can he admitted to the Professional Officer Course, encompassing their junior and senior years.
Normally this test is administered
to Freshman cadets ia the spring
semester. This year, to provide for
the rapid selection of applicants for
the now , two-year program , the Ites'fc
will be given on 25 January in addition to regularly scheduled times
later in the spring.
The test is open to all freshmen
and sophomore men who contemplate earning a commission through
'
Air Torco ROTC.
Under - the Wo-y©ar program
Sophomores who have not been previously enrolled in AFROTO" a/re eligible to complete requirements for
commissioning toy passing Itho
AFOQT, a medical examination; 'and
an oral interview this spring, attending ^a six-week field 'training
course at an Ar Forco baso this
Bummor , and by taking oho course
in each semester of their,' junior wad
senior yoars in Aerospace Studies.
According to • Major' Brooks, interested sophomores should "tolled' tho
AFOQT as soon as possible in order
to ' allow- tune . for central scoring a'b
tho national lovol. '. ¦ • "
¦ : Tlio AFOQT is designed to ovalu.
ato tlaoBo ' 'apti tudes and interests
which Wo •important 'for performance and suoobps as a commissioned
,offipor , 'Additionally;,' bho aptitude
BobroB derived from this tost aro

used in counseling and classifying
senior cadets into the most suitable
Air Force 'Occupational fields. With
over 130 different positions open to
second lieutenants , the Air iForce
is able to assign the right man to
the right job.

Senior To Share
Benefits Of Jan

Plan With Campus

One January Plan , at least , will
produce tangible results which all
can enjoy. ' Arthur Bevoridge, a senior music major has spent much of
hus timo in the past three weeks
planning and organizing a Maine
Musicians Band which he will direct
in a concert at 8:00 p.m. on Tlrursclay, January 28 in Given Auditorium.. In addition to enlisting the
aid of top college and professional
musician's from tho whole state and
making all tho other necessary arrangements for tho concert, Ait has
boenv busy studying the scores of
such numbers . as WEST SIDE
STORY and PORGY AND ' 'B'JSSS
which will bo performed in tho concert., 7 ,,_ ;
tn ' addi'fc'ion to tho band , a woodwind quintet and brn«s choir will
do one selection each in tho doricert,
Th o Woodwin d quint et , und er, the
direction of Linda Qoddino will do
'
PAVANZSTE by Morton Gould .
As if thoy don 't have, enough to
do ' with ,; tho concert alone, both
I/inda ana Art aro writing* musical
co'inpofi itionrf during the rrion'th. A,
concert •u nder the direbtidn df such
devoted musicians shoiild bo "worthwiiil'o—and for bho lo8S7aos'th6'tidiy
minded , hub most thrifty, it ifi froo,

On January 25, at 8 :00 p.m.,
Ceroid O Clerigh , Consul General
for Ireland at Boston , will speak on
" Irish Literature. "
Mr. 0 Clerigh is a native of Dublin , an alumnus of the National University of Ireland , and a lawyer.
He has served ih Ireland ' s Department of External Affairs for the
past decade , in Dublin. In Chicago
as Vice-consul , and as Consul General in Boston since Februar y, 1963.
The lecture will bo held in the
Healy Room at Miller Library.

Film Directions

On February , 8th at 7 :30 p.m. for
the price of $.50 per person , Tilm
Direction : will present in Lovejoy
Auditorium , a film showing and
talk 'by one of America 's most influential independent film makers.
Stan Brakhage , who lives in the
mountains of, Colorado with his wife
and five children lias devoted ithe
preponderance of, his considerable
creative gifts over the last fifteen
years to tho making of 'films int ended to bo art. His films have
been seen all oyer the world — including many presentations at Oolby through Film Direction.
Starting aa a writer and moving
quickly into tho realm of psychodrama film making, under the influence of such artists • a's Maya Deron and Sidney Peterson, with whom
ho studied, Mr. Brakhago has in tho
last fow years evolved an original
and impdrt/an'b visual point of view
that has resulted in many 'films
that have received intornationa. notice. Brakhage entered both thd
19fi8 and 1908 Brussels compotPbions
winning prissos in 1058 and causing
a riot with his ANTTCTPATIOPiT OF
THE ' NIGHT , Us soon . Horo; in the
spring of \1063. His recently completed DOG STAR .MAN is assured
" ' ' Continued On-'iPage Eight

Emlyn Williams in Dressing Room Before His Performance
, By Barbara Howar d

The spirit of Dickens came alive
last week in the Waterville Opera
House as Emlyn Williams conjured
up a host of characters drawn from
the works of the nineteenth century
writer. Complete with 'beard and
facsimile df the writing desk from
which Dicken's himself gave similar
readings , Williams held his nearcapacity audience for 'two hours as
ho delivered selections from both tho
less and better known works of tho
novelist.
/ ¦

'

A virtuoso in handling an audience (even , one which refused to
return to its seats after intermissions "promptly) , Williams quickly
changed expression and Voice to
adopt to each of tho darioaturea
person's, which Dickons so deliglvted
in drawing, Never W-ore had Dickon's use of metaphor and Itho exactly right yet unexpected simile Ibeeh
so apparent as when Williams," (molding his face into itho appropriate
simper or grower, delivered Mom .
Yot tho reading contained more
than : tihe traditional Dickens who
caricatured th'o social evils and ovormanhorod (hypocrites of Chis day. (Perhaps tho', groa)to»fc surprise came as
bho audience began to realisso the
infinite variety to ho found in' the

•—by Earl Smith
writings of the famous .author. Not
only were hero morous sketches portraying society and its oddities but
the more serious scene from Talo off
Two Cities, 'the spine-tingling suspense of The Black Veil , and the incredible grotesque humor df bhe 'final
Bedtime Story rounded out a wellbalanced 'series of selections.
Williams , who is both an actor
and a playwright , adapted, as the
program stated "freely but careto feel that moro Williams than
Dickons was Iforth coming, hut no
matter what ho did or how ho adopted , it was so skillfully carried off
that no ono roally minded any liberties taken with Dickons' test- ,
Tho evening proved for some a
visit wfbV an old friend , for others
o-n exciting introduction to a coloority, but for all an unusual evening 'of real entertaihihoht.
A rooi tal will bo presented by Ar*
thur Bovorl dgo on Tuesday, J anuar y
20 at 8 too p.m. In Given auditorium.
Amon g the numbers Included In his
pro gram will be Hlndomlt h' s TRUMPET SONATA.
•
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Editorial:

Letters To Edito r
AN OPEN LETTER
TO OPEN MINDS

A Door Opens

The doors of the red-carpeted room oi the Board of Trustees will
open to students on Saturday for the first time in the history of Colby on the Mayflower Hill campus. Fifteen members of Cap and Gown
and Blue Key, the senior honor societies , will join with members of
the Board of Trustees, faculty, and administration in what is hoped
will be only the first in a series of open doors, a symposium to discuss
the future of Colby.
As a matter of college policy, students have never been allowed to
penetrate beyond the' hallowed threshhold of the Board .room. Althoug h, students will at last be allowed to meet with trustees on a personal level this weekend , the purpose bf the symposium is not to promote a student vs. the other, three groups discussion , but rather to
bring together four groups of peop le who have a stake in the future
of Col by. Each group views Colby from a slightl y different perspective, and it is perhaps only throug h a combination of these views that
a true picture can be obtained.
No matter what the results of the symposium , it

is an encouraging

ste p in the direction of co-operation instead of rather than antagonism. It is- unusual to say the least when students take the initiative in
peacetime rather than in times of campus crisis and show an eagerness to discuss issues which pertain to the future rather than to the
immediate present. A wider perspective will benefit each group; it is
to be hoped that this will be the result of this weekend's session and
those which are planned in the future.

A Month Of He I

The Jan Plan of independent study is in effect all over the campus
— technically. Orj fraternity row, however, it seems to tie more a plan
of study in raids, kidnaping of pledges, kidnaping of brothers and
numerous other ingenious activities which give fraternity members
and pledges little time to utilize the facilities of the library (except as
hiding places) during the month. '
While it is commendable that the fraternities no longer interfere
with the studies and peace of mind of their pledges during the regular semester, it does seem unfortunate that instead of Hell Week they
have altered their pledge program to include Hell Month —¦ January.
The raids on the downtown hotels, the paddlings and other activities hardly seem in keeping with the spirit of intellectual exploration
supposedly fostered by: the January plan; In fact, they are more reminiscent of the adolescent games of junior high students than of supposedly mature college students.
While not all fraternities and not all the members of any one fraternity have participated in such activities, enough' has occurred to
cause discomfort , annoyance, and much comment.
The carrying of Hell Week to an extreme may be detrimental to
the JP whichs it is assumed, most students would like to see continued.
Is the initiation of pledges in this way and for this length of time really worth it?

Hex Explained

It has been many weeks since the
mass student' sit-in at the University of California at Berkley, and the
Echo staiff has thus far failed to
comment on the brazen heroics of
that noble group of students who so
bravely fought for political freedom . Rather, it has concerned itself
from time to time with an unsurprisingly superficial glance at what
appears to be Colby 's revival of the
nineteenth century "mal du siedle"
— the illness of the century, a
mood characterized by boredom and
utter indifference. If apathy has
prevailed , then it is well time that
we, the students , annihilated it.
For , there in the West , there toward
bhe setting sun stands, . a pillar of
Ji ght , whose glowing rays bespeak
fiery passion and steadfast conviction—Berkley. We , the disenchanted
studerit body df Colby College, filling our eyes with this light, our
souls with this truth , and our heart's
with this conviction, herewith tear
aWay our bonds of indifference. We
praise the unsung heroes of Berkley,
we laud their goals, and with their
courage infused in our veins , we put
forth our own grievances :
1—We admonish President Stridor for the tantalizing offcolor humor which he has in the past lavished
upon our parents and friends, in
that we, the students of Colby College, are forced to hear these stories second-hand. Did that preacher
who prayed so hard for the wonian
of ill-repute ever have his prayers
answered ?
2—We demand that the tissue-issue be resolved.
3—We look aghast upon the
nightly performances of various
coeds now living in Averill, and
strongly urge that these exhibitions
not only continue but 'flourish.
4—We damn the January Plan of
Independent Study, in that it has
made us prey to the evils of drink
and leisure.
5—We vehemently protest the
scandalous rumor -hat , after , having partaken of the fine delicasies
offered in the Men's dinin g ro om,
President Strider, along with several other administrative members ,
fell gravely ill that very same day.
There is no truth in the report
whatsoever. Our only concern is
why the President has never 'since
been eating in the said dining area.
6—We strongly uphold the Ford
Found a tion fund raising driv e, but
question whether the' burden of 'this
effort should fall so heavily upon
our electrical bills.
These , then , are our humble grievances. May they beN melt with as
much enthusiasm as the bold dem" •
onstration s in the West..
Robert Young, '65

The editorial staff of the ECHO, celebrating a successful completion of first semester and rejoicing over the imminent departure of its
senior members, has devoted several pages of this issue to the kind of
writing which in the early hours of the morning we have restrained
ourselves from writing all semester. We sincerely hope that our readers will excuse our excursion into bathos, rejoicing that it happens to
LETTER TO T H E EDITO R
such an extent only once in a staff's lifetime and will take whatever To the
Editor of the EOHO :
may appear on the following pages with a grain of salt and several > The Campus Comment concerning
aspirin if necessary.
grades amused mo in that the com-
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men'tor seemed to be 'asking for
moro of thb same rather than for
tho improving of a • bad situation.
The oommontor first of all says 'that
g rades are "the only real si gn of
achievement." That, observation is
unworthy of an undergraduate —
its acquiescence to a lousy system
is disturbingly • puny coming from
one of the new generation. Moro on
that t <*' follow . Well , may I say
fchat"whiio I' m- certain that most of
tho tim e a student receiving a failing grade in a oourso has in foot
learned less than a student receiving a "A" , I hesitate to consider
tho grading judgments made in between as of any roal worth. But
grades thoro be — and I detect in
common tor 's words" a kind of student paranoia that I remember well.
Notiob^iat the frail beings (professors all) who hand out these "signs
of achievement" aire prey to narcissism (P), worry about (unoxr
plained) rop\itatlon problems , are
unaMo to ; rocognazo probloma , «,ro
aro under the influonoo , df administration 'and disapproving ( I ) colleagues, All of those, faults conspire
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January 18, 1965
A regular meeting of the . Council
was called to order at -7 p.m . by
President Bill Neil-. The secretary's
minutes were read and approved.
The treasurer reported a cash balance of ($47.63 and a sinking fund
balance of §7,373.24. The sophomore
class, Woodman Hall , Women's- Judiciary, and . USNSA were not represented.
COMMTTTEE REPORTS:
1. Campus Affairs Committee
a) President Strider is now in the
process • of selecting faculty 'members for the Campus Affairs Committee which will hold its fi rst meeting early in February .
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
1. USNSA has published a tribute
to John F. Kennedy and requests
student opinion as to its accomplishment. Books may be purchased
by sending $.25 to USNSA.
2. Brown University is folding a
conference on March 5-6 entitled
"Latin America: How Much Progress?" Students interested in attending should consult Bill Neil.
3. Columbia University's Bureau
of Applied Sooi'al Research has published a report entitled Student Dishonesty and Its Control in College
_.. )
to heap down-grading abuse on the
student — especially, one gathers,
upon commentor. And rather than
drawing the ' conclusion that, if such
were true, grades would hardly be
a real sign df much of anything,
com-mentor goes on to beg of these
frail and/or malicious beings th at
they hear up under the stares of
their colleagues, sharpen their eyes
bo recognize "a sincere eff ort ," and
then fall under 'the influence of the
studentf's lot instead — remembering that a "D" is disgraceful, that
an "F" costs money and etc. And
so commentor emerges as a dandy
middle aged student whose only
real . gripe seems.' to be that the system hasn't let him or her far enough
in yet.
What about the grading system ?
When I was an undergraduate, a
'C grade was a decent grade. Now
it has become a moderately poor
grade. The official line is that competition is st.ffer. Actually a great
deal of the trouble arises from the
fact that above 'C we now have a
mishmash df other supposedly meaningful grades — 'C plus, 'B' minus ,
'B' , '.W plus , 'A' minus 'A' , and
now a new one to me, 'A\ plus.
Ac cordin g t o comm entor 'A' plus
should indicate a perfect performanc e" where a s 'A' , minus should
"bo obtainable by the good stud ent* ") ' I find mys elf caught up in
all this and find I give out a lot of
'B' minuses. I'd hate to have to tell
what a 'B' minus effort might consist of , however . Now it c ertainly
seems to me that criticism of grading is valid and that somo of the
laments of students can be important. Commentor , howev er, is simpl y
party to the whole mos s. He or she
want's to trade in all his/her 'C
grades for 'B' grades. I'm sure
we're all de epl y touched. It seems
to mo tha). a real question here ia
whether grades are ^rul y to be ( ar»
indication to a student of what OiNE
parson onl y thinks df that student's
work in some area of endeavor, or
trhotlier they are to increasingly become a kind of monopoly money for
further , "education.',' Certainly the
idea that a bunch ' of 'A's,. *W , or
'C'h , (undeniably disponsdd with
difforing standards) can- be any roal
sign of aclriovornont or any, real basis for knowing the extent of a poison 's confrontation with life and
learning within, tho liberal arts , is
a jolte — , a fraud —- ultimately a
degrading concept. All one nood do
is look around and assess the mentality, humanity and citizenshi p ': o>f
many of our Ph.D.'s t o see tho extent of tho.hoax.
But tho 'g raduate sohoo-s DO uso
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which has been requested-by the
President .
•
4. A request was made for .a campns delegate to work with a faculty advisor in the process of selecting the eight studerit. recipients for
the "Robins Awards of America.
5, It was noted that the Sophomore Class will not have a vote at
the next meeting due to Jack o'f attendance.
ODD BUSINESS : .
1. The Chess Club allocation was
made with the approval of their submitted budget report.
\
2. A motion that Stu-G allocate
to Winter Carnival Committee an
additional $500 for their entertainment expenditures was unanimously
passed .
NEW BUSINESS :
1. The motion that a committee of
seniors be formed consisting of two
representatives from each major department to assist freshmen and
sophomores in selecting their majors was tabled 16-1.
There being no further business,
the meeting was adjourned at 7 :50
p.m.
Respectfully submitted ,
Diane Mattison , Secretary
and demand grades — and commentor may be drowning in a sea of
'C's, He/she is indignant. He/she
resents being judged by (some) persons whom he/she does not (probably with some cause) respect in
that capacity. But while everything
points to the faults of the grading
SYSTEM no criticism of it AS A
FORM e_rists in Campus Comment.
Now I know for a fact that I give
many students a lot better grades
than they "deserve". Does commentor entertain the possibility that
within this system pressure and influence may be exerted on an instructor to UP-GRADE—as "help"
to a by-and-large pleasant group of
young people? For some of the frail
beings such also does exist — an
influence undeniably . as dangerous
and conducive to falseness as any
other. So far, I may add , no one
has run to rne to have his grade
changed down;
Personally I believe that if a
true measure of achievement is to
be gained , then/ grades themselves
will hav t o be don e away with . With
no grades at all students could gain
entry to graduate schools by means
of letters and papers. This w ould
mean more work for admissions people , but we will have more people
for those jobs , and such work would
und oubtedly be more interesting
than what now exists. As a freshman "advisor " I am allowed to see
mu ch of th e inan e drool upon which
admission's people found their jud gments today. I firmly believe that
a no-grade system would result in
more of the capable and . interested
students — those wh,o work for
knowledge and not foiv! grades —
going on to graduate work and i in
more of tho useless dolts being left
by the wayside. (Who would recommend them and yrhnp work could
thoy show?) As it is now , many of
those sleep-and-oa't types , continue
into graduate schools and spread
their discouraging aura a/bout, for ,
commentor 's gripes notwithstanding, It , remains relatively easy for a
high moron to pile up a bunch of
'0' grades and hotter , without evor
actually becoming much of anything
—- Without seeing or hearing, without changing, that is , without loarn-
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, Ten-chors and studentH are both
at fault in aooop'bing and using a
bad and worsening system ,
¦Abbott Moador
.
. . ,' ' ,,
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

In last woolc'a editorial entitled
^Somebody Do Something" the undordlassmon wore berated for thoir
on Pago Soven)
., ^Continued

Colby F aculty Morals
Again Shock Students

In an emergency meeting last
night the heads of Mary I_ow Hall ,
Alpha_ Sigma Sigma , and Averill
Hall were closeted for several hours
with the President of Stu-G and of
fche Colby Chess Club in an effort to
arrive alt a decision on the latest
in the teeries df administrative-faculty indiscretions which have ro'cked
ihe campus , ruining the reputation
df the students, over the past few
'
<
months. .
The mo's. recent incident, as confidentially reported to the HEX
editor , by E. Harvey Trial , Chess
Club president , concerned an unehaperoned visit which was paid
late Tuesday night by Beatrice H.
Plante, associate professor of Botany, to Mr. Harald E. Plant, vicepresident in charge of architecture.
Observers who were performing the
nightly, check on faculty and administrative residences reported that
Prof. Plant drove into the driveway
of the vice-president's home , shut
off the car , and entered the house. Beatrice H . Plant defends her
Half an hour later all the light's in innocence.
. the building were extinguished and
one student aftei- looking with a nounced that it will now call a
flashlight through one of the win- joint meeting of administrative and
dows df the home reported "I can faculty representatives who will announce the decision concerning the
see NO feet on the floor. "
The incident was immediately re- offenders. Statements to the -effect
¦
ported to the chief df the flashlight that the decision was not arrived
brigade , -who in turn released 'his at ' . on any basis other than
. information to the members of the that of morality 'were released by all
French Club who were - sworn to members of the committee.
i^,seorecy. , .,This..> . morning,,aJ swarm , of ': ' Ijfo- word. :was received: from either
indignant students were reported to Prof , or Cice-Presiderit Plante. It
be circulating 'a petition demanding was reported , however, . that they
the resignations of the', two parties have been placed under close surinvolved.
veillance-he in the Dean of men's
i In the meantime, the closed door Office and she in Mary Low Kitchen.
meeting of the dorm heads, etc. has
JBdfch offenders have been at Colby
revealed that i't has reached a decis- for five years. Mr. and Mrs. Plante
ion in th e' case and has j ust an- are married and have two1 children.

Book Review Balanci ng
Colby Family Budg et
By Penny Less

i

One of the most interesting but
least seen publications of Colby College is the recently published Report
of the Treasurer , a twenty-four page
booklet ably prepared by Col'by Treasurer Arthur W. Seepe.
If the r ead er ca n f ath om the oaten
b o rin g arith meti c of th e r eport , he
will find glim ps es of gr eatn ess and
great candor in the ' oft allegorical,
J)ut always , moving description of
the dollars and sense of sound college fi nancing; In it-ho will find remarkabl e insi ghts int o th o sham ele'ss
but distraught life of a book balancer , as he r eacts t o th o stimulus of
the academic community.
The tone of the report is increasin gly optimistic. In. a year apparently designed to have a balanced budget, according to the three year budget of , the author 's introduction , a
surplus of 7$57,439 ' w as realized ,
while . both * expenses : and revenue
roso to now all time highs. And tho
author , \takes , groat prido ,\ even
though surreptitiously, in reporting
that th o "William Franklin Watson
Scholarship, the interest, of a twenty
thousand dollar fund , is no longor
soS-rioted to nood y white mon ',
The writer's' otherwise poignant
stylo is spoiled twice, in oons'id'oring
the comparison's df tho revenues and
expenditures of the bookstore and
tho food sorvibo, which shdw6d profits of six and ton , thousand dollars
rdspoofcivol jr, Thoso revelations aro
a thorn in the .side of tho road or,
whiolv mar tho otherwise art'istio

perfection of the report. • "
The Report of the Treasurer of
Colby College, - while certainly not
de'sfcined to make any of tho best
seller lists , especially since it is distributed free of charge , is an interes ting and often moving autobiographi cal account which certainly
deserves the perusal of all interested , in the financial inaolvinations
that go on in a college administra'
tion .

Colby Fans Root
For RELS Race

Tho appointment of a ohairman
for the Ad-Ho p Committee on the
turtle ' »EIfl ;- ; Colby 's' an tr y in 'tho
Intern ation al Turtle '' 'Derby ' .w as announced this week 'by Stu-G President Bill , Noil. . Miss Jan .Wood , an
ox-pert on tu rtles since sho acquired
hor own turtle Herman in 1081 ,' was
appointed to the position. .
Tlio chief duty of tho cominilttoo
will bo to ensure the arrival d'f
RELS on oanripu fl;/after 'h'is sucoossfnl (wo hope) run ih fcho Derby in
February . Although ho will bo commoting against such famous names
as Gladst one II from Oxford , En gland and ' 'Tu ffy '' tho renowned : turtle from! Tufts , Colby 's hopes for
ftELS, , victory run ' hi gh. ."Evo n if
ho 1 oses though , ' , wo will wanfc him
horo at Colby, " Miss Wood is reported to have oom'monted. She will
(Continued on Pago Fivo)

Trustee Sit4n Fa ils to Shake
StU 'G On Coup on Clipp ing

-The President aad Trustees of Oolby
College were forcibly evicted by campus police today from a sit-in. demonstration they were holding in the
Student 'Government Room in Roberts Union . The board staged the
demonstration to protest Stu-G's
establishment of a Student Committee on Coupon Clipping.
The conflict between Stu-Gf and
the Trustees began anew last week
when Student Government voted unanimously to est/ablish this committee and named 17 students to serve
on dt. Immediately, Harvey Banker,
Chairman of the Trustees, issued a
statement charging that : "Student
Government's action presents a serious challenge to the academic freedom of the . Board of Trustees and
the entire administration." Reached
for comment, .Student Government
President Bill "Clark dismissed the
trustee's objections as "academic".
The chorus of discontent was immediately joined by Colby President
Ulysses S.G. Skipper, who suggested
that the Trustees place a "temporary moratorium " on the iforrnation
of Stu-G committees until "the matter can be fully explored by a suitable administration committee and
recommendation s mad e to the Board
of Trustee's". Student Government
President Bill Clark promptly labeled this "A serious challenge to
the academic freedom of Student
Government". .
7 '" "/A '' ': "
As the turmoil mounted , each
side called in ' its heavy reserves.
Past Stu-G President Steve Sockman flew up 'from his studies at a
Southern Law School to help lead
the 'fight , a most characteristic position for him. Seeing him (or perhaps for some other reason) half
of the student forces book new hope
and retired from the fight; Mr.
Sockman issued the following statement to the Colby Hex : "Although
overwhelmingly
the
odds
are
against us , we will fight bravely to
carry the message of academic freedom that tho Sloop Hero bore up

MMB^
^
^HMfflr _WBKl
IN MEMORIAM
§
This special issue of the Colbyg
Hex is dedicated to the fond!
memory of Ed gar Shar pe, class!
of 1965, who passed away in the!
Colby Infirmary when he could!
not produce his ID to receive!
treatment for broken legs suf- |
ferod in a fall on tho icy walks. |
J8Mum

the waJters of the Kennebec 152
years ago". Sockman was met by
Colby President Skipper and the
.A lumni Secretary, and promptly accompanied to the President's . home
for a spot of tea,
Next to ' arrive was past Stu-G
President J. Wesley Wastbas'ket,
who jonrneyed all the way from
Arabia where he was studying the
mystery of Alladin's lamp. Dressed
in a striped Turban and tunic, he
proposed, that ithe Administration
should stick to selling stickers and
leave college affairs to the students.

the Useless Building, a'fter dodging
police guards , he 'was given only a
series of "no comments" and "wait
and see".
This Tras the situation that preceded the scene in Roberts Union
Monday night when the members df
Student Government assembled for
their positions of protest. The exclusive photo of this historic event
is the orily one in existence- and
was taken from a student , since expelled. At the behest.of the Student
Government President, Campus Police were called to clear the room so

Ex clusive photo oj Trustee sit-in '
Then , mounting his elephant , he
disappeared into the depths of the
Useless Building.
Meanwhile, the Administration
was also calling up reserves. Long
distance phone -calls to Western
campus leaders yielded a plan — a
sit-in Tvas decided upon and an
emergency Trustee Meeting was held
the sanne evening.
Finally, on Sunday night, according to informed sources , the decision was r eached , and the demonstrati on definit ely schedul ed f or
Monday night. When this reporter
was abl e t o r ea ch th e third fl oor of

'

the meeting could begin. The Trustees were herdered to a downtown
hotel w'here they assembled to reconsider their strategy. As yet , they
are still closeted and no statement
has been issued .
Student Government convened after the fiasco of the sit-in was dispersed , and immediately voted t o
suspend the Trustees until such
time as a student committee could
be assembled to consider the problem in depth . In a statement issued
by the three assembled Stu-G Presidents , Mr. Clark , Mr, Sockman and
(Continued on Page Four)

CLASSIFIED ADS

WANTED — Colby Coed to model
now novelty pro duct for salo by
Colby fraternit y.
FOR SALE — 200 bartons of Toilet
Tissue. Must sacrifice. Contact
Building and Groun ds.
LOST — Ono pair bf Dark Rimmed
Glasses. Contac t tho Office- of tho
President of Colby Collogo,
WANTED — Editor for Eoho , no
exper ience necessary. Call Echo
Office Collect.
NEEDED — Homo for housobrokon
turt le or gravoslto for Same. Contact Jan Wood, Chairman of tho
Ad Hoo Committee on The Turtle.
I WILL no longor bo responsible for
tho debts Incurre d by my wife, i«cwfftBaM iriro iiiw»niniiiPM «-»w»iiM«iiiiiiiiti»iiMMa»TOB ¦—¦ ¦ iiiii ,u iiii««iw«ii»«m ^^
' Beatrice Plant. (Signed) Ha rold
President , Chairman of Trustees confer.
;
Plante,
-¦¦ — - .
¦
.
<• ^" r~ - • - ¦ tf ~ ¦• r .
i r ir - r r~ f~
-- if
— ¦ _~ *~ - • - ¦ - • r ¦ ¦
——
FOR SALE — Placards and posters
1
suitabl e for Protes t demonstration.
"THREE CUP BRA'S" , padded , full size for that very special
Contact Vloo president in char ge of
; , gift or, pa rty favors. To bo delivered by oampus fraternity $1.80.
wasto , Useless Building.
Bond no money with ord or. Send order to 3 Cup, P.O. Box 0343,
POSITION AVAILAB LE — Soiling
Sprin g Vacation trips to beautiful ; Lancin g, Mich igan. Include phono number. Satisfacti on guaranteed.
Alaska. Call In Placement Office. <F » <* *- i - > a ._ ,». mm ^ ¦ ¦».p — ¦_¦..— — —¦ *-*-,fr * - * f f -¦ -— — ,r- ,r *- j r^i~* rj r . .
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Mussel Calls for Muscle
To Revamp Colby Bods

'^j fe
F'J ' 'I

Wg yiff g'sy '"v s* " *;;yvafg& yt

\i * ¦
'-; - '- '-

In a con'.eronce late last fall with a jock . The college experience "would
Coacli Mussel , 'tho Hex learned of a take on a new and fuller meaning
possible solution to Colby *), athletic as a "meeting place of bodies". The
dilemma , specif., bow to produce a campus factions would be cemented
few winning seasons in a few sports together by a unity of interest , albesides soccer and baseball. Until thou gh the college atmosphere
now all .remedial plans were offere d might even schedule a few co-ed athwith reluctance and me't w ith dis- letic events !
Thirdly, tuition could be lowered
approval .
The answer , although radical , is because most of the present faculty
far simpler than supposed. Accord- could be dropped. Part of the saving to Coach Mussel , Colby need ings might be invested in better
only offer a little academic credit Food , e.g., steak (good steak) for
in courses such as "Fundamental brea-kfast.Of course, this would give
Techniques in Football Strategy." us less to complain about , but th en
"The Role of Exercise in the Train- we can always gripe about the food
ing Program ," "The 'Physical'Char- at home. And speaking of home,
acteristics of tho Passing Trajecto- think how happy our folks will be
ries," etc. Courses in hockey, bas- to receive such robust , healthy
ketball , track , weightlifting would youngsters rather than the jaded ,
also be offered , with perhaps a few emancipated , j'aundiced , free-thinkseminars in ba'sketweaving, snow- ing rebels who used to enjoy torsmoke
signaling menting them with their ignorance,
shoeing, • and
thrown in for breadth. A few such narrow-mindedness, and complacencourses would be made obligatory cy.
And finally, the question of whefor all students and athletes could
ther
to give scholarships to athletes
major in their sporfc.
intellectuals would be re¦Such a long-needed arrangement and/or
solved once and for all -*- the jocks
would have several advantages in
would get it and everyone would be
addition to the renaissance it would
happy. ,.
bring Colby on the New England,
Coach Mussel is confident that his
sports scene.
plan will meet with the trustees'
First , it > would mafae the life of approval so that Colby will soon be
tbe student more pleasant. He could on its way to fame as one of the
.
really enjoy hi's "work." Further- avant-garde sports powers of the
more, a we'll developed body is al- East. Colby students rejoice ! Jusways an asset, whereas a well-de- tice will 'finally be done to our leadveloped brain is a.heavy burden un- er the Mule ! The time is approach,
less ono is endowed with powerful ing when students can cheer their
neck muscles. '
hearts out at a sports event and
Secondly, the presen t invicious know that they might win after all.
distinction between the jocks and And cheer leaders won't be fibbing
the intellects on campus would be when they screech at the crowd ,
^ going to win big blue!"
obviated because everyone would be "We're
,
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Freddie 8

SPECIALTY FOODS
S. 8. PIERCfc PRODUCTS
For Those Who Eat Off Campus
20 Silver Stroot , Watorvillo
87.-8C80
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Wate rville
Savings Bank
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INSURANCE CORPORATION

Maine
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FRI. - SAT. - SUN.
. Ann-Ma rgaret - Tony Franoiosa
Carol Ly nley - Pamela Tiffin
"THE PLEASURE SEE KERS"
i n Colo r

'

'
'
'

plus

A in
"QUICK B E F O R E IT MELTS"

" RAIDERS FROM

in color

'
:

'— m & m * 0 ^

'

" '" "" " J ''" "' "" "" ^ "" ~~~

XW

- in color
STARTS WED.
George-Maharis - Robert Morse

FEDERAL DEPOSIT

.

'™ i'Jl"

to i6« iS2r»
.vSG-RCu.
~ HThrough Tuesday
Gary Grant - Leslie Caron

flsfl

in
"FATHER GOOSE"

Member of the

BENEAT H THE SEA"
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Hurry Down to
¦
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STORE FOR MEN AND BOYS

Oj

'

WHERE COLBY BOYS MEET
Ludy '21
Pacy '27
Howie '41
i

BIG

Explosion Sale
NOW GOING ON!
-.

MR. FREDERIC
Ha ir Stylist
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4LL REPP STRIPE TIES... ALL SWEATERS

EVERY TUE S. and
THURS.
Shampoo & Wave $2.25
Hair Cut
$1.50
Frosting
$15.00
Permanent
$11.00

i
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ALL SKI WEAR . . .

ALL CLOTHING
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DRASTICALL Y

REDUCED

"Wo Give You Sorvloo "
; Job , Novelty A Social Printin g
88 Ploasant St.
Watorvillo
Tolonhono TR 3*3434
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Support The Dorm Wi th Mystery Meat Campaign

Although there is. surely a reason
behind these policies , it doe's seem
that our economi sts are overlooking
ono thing. The casualties resulting
fr om students stumbling on d'ark
and icy steps and paths will increase
the insuran ce r a t es, thus n egatin g
tho. pur pose of th e wh ole plan o f
economy.

.._

-b i w

.' -

'*

year.
But this is only one of the thrifty
plans of our bard-working economists. The sand department has been
put on a very stringent budget this
year. Sand (and wo all know how
expensive it is) is to be used only
where absolutely necessary — like
on the walk in .front df Eustis'. The
res t of tho campus is alloted a small
amount but it can only be used after a snow storm so that it will last
a long time. Everyone knows that
too much sand would be used if it
were applied after an ice storm . '

« . _ _ _ .

A-?j $i4^/ rA$$^M
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Students lining up in Eustis f o r second semester course
registratio n
¦
f

Treacherous Thrift
Threat To Survival

CLIPPING
.(Continued from Pago Three)
Mr. Wastebaskot, tho .student victory was laud ed as a tru e "victory
for academi c fr eed om ". "Tho integrity o'f the Coll ogo has b oon sav ed
from a potentially devastating attack launch ed upon ' i t by the Administration and the Board of Trustees. Tho course of the Sloop Hero
remains true 'to 'its Goal. "
Meanwhile, at its fi rst mooting,
tho now .Sfcu-G Committee on Coupon Clipping, which was tho original causo of tho oxtoitoment df tho
pa'rffc ' woolc, voted to ask Student
G overnment for an appropriation of
75o to carry on its activities , tfo
other pommont vu available ifrom
tho committee,

- - '*':r"'"<* ' ^V%
** ;¦* *V.^^^^«!^J^R^^^^lSli
* *>t*A' V -^*l • #™*^3^i^lvS ^]»i
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Water ville

With tru e New England frugality tho economists of Eiistis have
found still another way to save
monoy — or so thoy think . They
have devised a plan of "forgetting"
to turn the outdoor lights on until
nearly nine in the evening. Since it
is usually dark by six at this time
of year they are s'a ving three hours
worth of electricity per day. This,
added up over a period of time , will
amount to a considerable saving,
This pattern of forge.fulness recurs
when broken lights aro left for
weeks without being repaired. Here
mu ch mov e is sav ed b y n ot tur nin g
tho light on at all. Of course, addi tional lights are out of the question
until th e $60 ,000 from tho Ford
Foundation has been received , so
tho steps outside tlie side entrances
of the library will hav e t o r emain
shrou dod in darknes s 'f or anoth er
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RADIO

COLBY

7 :00 Platter Party (Live from the
v WMHB studio in Roberts Union.
All students are welcome to come
and dance or listen. "With Rick
Rawson, Al McWhiirter, and
Jeanne Skelton.)
"- .
3~
Saturday
.:_ '
1:00 Highball Express ' (Bill McKinn ey )
3 :00 Sentimental Journey (Dottie
Meicke)
5 :30 IAK (Pat Andrea)
10 :00 Half & Half (Ken Young)
Sun day
2 :00 Hangover Hits (Pam Wheeler, Jean Philson, and Rick Sadowski)
5 :00-7:45 ?
7 :45 News, weather, sports.
8 :00 Take .a Giant Step (U.S. Air
Force)
8 :05 With Me Today (Time-Life
interview)
8 :15 Musical Masterpieces (Rattdy
r
Holden)
10 :00 Le Oaharet de Soir Canadian
(B ob ,Mandell) (French-Canadian
Cabaret )
Monday
5 :00 R eadin g Out Loud

5:30 Platter Party Preview
"
. 6: OO Sports (Al McWhirter)
8:00 Mainstream (M^ke Metcalf)
9 :0O The Barbour Shop (Wes Barbour) This week the subject oi
the music will be LOVE.
Tuesda y
.
/
- 5 :00 Reading Out Loud
" 5 :30 Platter Party Preview
6 :00 ?
7 :00 Classical Showcase (Dick Cornell) (emphasis on contemporary
v
classics)
10 :00 Louis and Me (Stew Armstrong)
We d nes d ay
5 :00 Reading Out Loud
5 :30 Platter Party Preview
6 :00 Show Music-8 :00 The Eight Ball (Ru s "Eight
Rail" Monbleau) (Folk)
10 :00 The Nasties (Bill Post)

Thursday

5 :00 Reading Out Loud .
5 :30 Platter Party Preview
6 :00 The Really Big Shu (Mike
Shu).
7 :00 Th e Turtl e Show ' (George
"Turtle" Burks) 10 :00 The Classics (Mike Metcalf )
NOTES :
—Radio Colby continues its experiment by holding Friday evening's
Platter Party, in it s R ob erts Uni on

studio. All are welcome 'f or listen
ing or dancing.
—24 hour ' service is again in op
eration.
ANNOUNCEMENT

The O.A.I.. , (Denouncers and Revengers) has announced that the y
are giving a Grant to Colby. Under
their spon sorshi p Mr. Given W.
Grant will be on the Colby campus
from June 3 to June 9, 1965. He
will be available to seniors who wish
to denounce professors as perverts ,
converts , diverts , or Communists.
It fs suggested that members of
the class of '65 who have or anticipate havin g difficult y in attaining a mortar board look, into the
possibilit y of meeting wth Grant.
The visitor can be easily identif ied
by the black hood which he wears at
all times and will be stationed outside the facult y lounge on second
floor Lovejoy which has been specially wired for his visit. No proof
of char ges will be required , but the
stories behind the char ges must
make enjoyabl e readin g for certain
pr opaganda litera ture.
It is hoped that this Grant will
be renewed in subseque nt years , but
the success or failure of the program depends upon student particition.
•

• -

Prof essor Carl Weber
Publishes Hardy Books

Two 'books on Thomas Hardy by ! the best books aboxtt him. "
Dr. Carl J. Weber, Professor Em- , The bulk of the former Engl ish
eritus of English at Colby, are now professor's work on Hardy was
available at bookstores 'throughout written during his forty-one year
the country. Hardy 's Love Poems tenure on the Colby campus. His
and Dearest Emmie : Thomas Har- fi rst book on Thomas Hardy was
dy 's Letters to his First Wife, b o th published in 3936 and was titled
published by St. Martin 's Press Hardy at Colby. This maiden effort
represent the latest efforts in a was followed by six other books inlong series of books about Hardy cluding Hardy of Wessex ; The Juwritten by Dr. Weber. They have bilee of Tess ; First One Hundred
received commendation from many Years of Thomas H ardy ; H ardy
reviewers, not only as valuable col- Music; Hardy in America ; and H arlections
of
Hardy's
personal dy and the Lady from Madison
thoughts, but also as examples of Square. He also edited many df
excellent scholarship and editorship Hardy's work's for American pubon the part of Dr. Weber.
lications.
The Times. of London has said of
Dr. Weber joined the Colby staff
Hardy 's Love P oems , "The story in 1918 'as an English instructor and
of what Dr. Weber calls a 'Cornish served continuously with that deRomance' has all the qualities, ten- partment, except for a two-year peder and acid, of a Hardy novel. It riod b etwe en 1920 and 1922 wh en he
is admirably told here . . . Dr. taught at Johns Hopkins University
Weber's technique allows the read- and the United States Naval Acader to come to the poems with an un- emy until his retirement in 1959.
derstanding of the times and events
out of which they sprang. "
Alan Pryce-Jones df the New Yorfc
COLBY FANS ROOT
Herald Tribune commended Dr.
(.Continued from Page Three)
Weber's editing job on Dearest Em- take special precautions to ensure
mie: "This is an interesting book , that he will arrive alive on the camlargely because of Professor Weber's pus , for she was forwarned concernannotations . . . What comes out ing turtle diseases by the untimely
clearly is Hard y 's snobbery. Pro- illness and unfortunate demise df
fessor Weber makes no exaggerated Herman last fall.
claims, for these letters. He values
If , despite precautions , RE-LS'
them for the light they cast on heart cannot stand the long and arHardy's pr;blished work."
d uous box r id e aft er his excitin g
Speaking generally of Dr. Weber's race, the funeral will be held on
scholarship on the nineteenth cen- campus. Arrangements -for welcomtury, English author, Katherine T. ing the turtle or for mourning him ,
Willis said in the Library Journal : as the case may be, will be an"Professor Weber is THE American nounced in forthcoming issues of
authority on Hardy and has written the ECHO.
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MAJESTIC

SCOTTY'S PIZZA

RESTAURANT

"Harvey just can 't wait to save at

¦
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;

Home Style, Cooking
Located At
60 Temple Street

In Waterville Across From
'

¦
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ANNUAL
FOUNDER'S HAY SALE

'
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SAVINGS. FOR MEN

Suits
Sportcoats
Topcoats
Overcoats
Dress Shirts
Sport Shirts
Sweaters
Pajama s
Pants
Corduroys
Chinos
Ski Wear
Outerwear
Shoes
Boots, Etc.

¦

SAVINGS
FOR WOMEN

Coats
Dresses
Skirts
Slacks
Shirts
Blouses
Sweaters
Lingerie
hosiery \Car Coats
Ski Wear
Shoes
Boots
Jewelry
Handbags. Etc.
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-9$$* Trust Company ~
29 Offices in the

Bacheidor Bundle Service

"Heart of Maine ,v

74a Elm Street

Member Federal Deposit

2-5461

Insurance Corp.
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Gas Tank Full ?
For The Weekend?
For The Game?
See
"COOKIE" MICHAE L

WELCOME TO

AL COREY
MUSIC CENTE R
09 MAIN STREET

Everything In Music
TRInlty 2-5022
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THE

< Corner of North & Pleasant Sts.
WATERVILLE
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DRY C L E A N E R S
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SUPER
SHIRT
LAUNDRY
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or More
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Most Of The Best Dressed
Citizens In Town Can't Either!!
THIS IS THE SALE OF THE YEAR,
The Values Are Bigger,
Selections are Broader,
The Savings Are Better.
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TR 3-4372

Free Deliver y For 8 Orders

Air Conditionin g
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Chez Paree

American & Syrian Food

WATERVILLE - SKOW HEGAN
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BERRY ' S STATIO NER ' S
A COMPLETE Stationery
Store '/ ;
74 MAIN STREET
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How To Succeed
By Really Trying
.
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*•¦—¦—-¦"—— *••»- ¦--»- —- -' BY DEREK SCH USTER • "- ' »- —«¦¦»-—.

IT HAPPENED ONLY YESTERDAY, but many Colbyites have

forgotten that from 194-8 through 1959 this college stood among the
giants in the collegiate basketball ranks. Lee Williams' teams in one
stretch vanquished state opposition on thirty consecutive occosions
and on 49 out of 50. The Wadsworth Field House ¦was sold out invariably. Mule stars Ted Lallier and Charlie Twigg received honorable
mention All-America. The latter scored 48 points one evening and
still possesses the record for the greatest individual scoring performance in Maine state competition.
WELL, COLBY BASKETBALL TEAMS have fared a little worse
since the turn of the decade. Indeed the current season, may join its
immediate predecessors on the losing side of the ledger, but according to Williams "the boys have done an amazing job of jelling their
talents to the best of their abilities; Our players this year have unusually strong character and have set themselves to training dilligently."
High scorers Ken Stone and Ken Federman graduated last June
and with only captain John Stevens and a handful of previously seldom used substitutes returning, many viewed the 1964-65 season with
trepidation . Even with the benefit o>f hindsight, Stevens and vastly improving center Pete Swartz loom as the only consistent scoring threats.
There is furthermore according to Williams "a limitation on the
Mules shooting capabilities, especially at the foul line.'"
AND SO IT' HAS BEEN the -hoopsters' strong defense that has
carried them past four teams including otherwise successful MIT.
Though the University of Maine was generally predicted to make
shambles of the shortened state series competition , it had to fight for
its life to escape with a 63-60 win over Colby. Other losses include
squeakers to Bates and Brown' and a sound defeat by nationally rated
Boston College after the Mules had stayed even for a third of the
game. The Brown contest could have gone either way and the Mules
actually were ahead of Bates By 14- points at one stage.
And so, over first half of the season the young, comparatively inexperienced Colb y quintet seemed devoid of that small measure of confidence that could have turned their 4-6 -mark into at least 6-4. But
the Mule cagers are blessed with an extra helping of ambition and
determination, and they will hopefully, with most of their remaining
schedule at home, continue to surprise many favorably and render
much credit to Colby.

*

-

*

*

*

IT HAS BEEN MANY YEARS since a Colby track team has
scared anyone. It seems, however- that the Bowdoin coach took one
glance at the record-breaking high jumps of Bob Aisner and shotputs
of Boh Whitson , and the performances of Bernie Finlde (running)
and Frank Cormia (broad jump ) and called off his varsity meet with
Colby. The Mules had been permitted with everyone's consent to use
freshmen in • their varsity meets for three years so that a presentable
team could be developed. In just retaliation Colby coach Ken Weinbel has cancelled all further dual track meets with Bowdoin.
IN 1948 A NAVAL AIR STATION hangar was purchased by
Colb y for temporary use as a gymnasium. Lee Williams and other
members of the Athletic Department were assured that the move was
only an emergency stopgap measure and that a new field house was
to follow shortly. But is seemed that the more money that was putin to the gymnasium, the less temporary it became.
Now, seventeen years later, there are definite indications that construction of a first-class gym will not be too far away . President Stridor will bring a proposal before the Board of Trustees later this month
that construction of the new field house begin almost immediately
near the site of the current gym. Dr. Strider favors a moderate departure from the architectural motif of the rest of the campus and the
installation of a swimming pool as the first step.
*

*

*

*

FOOTBALL COACH JOHN" SIMPSON, who just returned from
a meeting with 3500 of his colleagues, is one of the leading forces behind the proposed formation of a New England Football Coaches
Association. Simpson feels that this area of the country does not suffer
from the same football problems that other sections do (such as television ) and therefore should have a committee dealing separatel y
with its particular problems . . . Many Colby hockey fan s have been
complaining about the recent fencing of the Alfond Arena rink, but
wc have learned that the reason for this obstruction is that the company insuring the rink insisted on it after a girl was hi t by a puck in
the face while watching a game over Christmas vacation . . . Buildings and Grounds Superintendent George Whalon and his sizable
st aff deserve mu ch praise f or t h eir accomp lishment of keeping the
Colby Ski A rea f u n ct ion ing t hi s win ter as mu ch as any slope in New
Engl an d , Six guns have been shooting out artificial snow often thirteen houirs a clay. One hundred gallons of water can be converted into
snow in one minute, The machinery cost almost $30,000, not ,to mention operating expenses,

Powerf u l Providence Sextet Here Tomorrow

Davey's Score Beats Wildcats
by Spark Neuburger

Although baving played only
twenty minutes in a varsity hockey
gaine prior to last Saturday evening, sophomore "second string"
goalie Lee Potter started in the
nets against the University of New
Hamps>hire and held the visiting
Wildcats scoreless for the full sixty
minutes to help the Mules win a
1-0 decision.
There . was one point in the game
when the hearts of the Colby spectators began to double their beat.
With 'three minutes to go in the
game the puck was on the stick of
a vis-tor an front of Potter. He shot ,
Potter saved , and the puck rebounded out in 'front. Another Wildcat
shot , but this time Po'fcter was able
to fall on the puck and draw the
whistle.
New Hampshire outshot the
Mules in two of the three periods
although Colby had control of the
puck in the offensive zone for the
majority of» the game. The lines
seemed to pass more than usual instead of shoot wliich may have prevented a larger goal production. The
only score of the gam e came on a
beautiful play by Charlie McLennan.
He carried the puck along the
boards, from Colby 's blue line,

deaked around one enemy defender,
went into the Wildcat zone, and
made an accurate pass to Bruce
Davey who easily shot the puck post
Wildcat goalie Colin Clark.
Providence
Zelio Toppazaini's
icemen invade Alfond Arena tomorrow evening at 8 :00 for a tilt
against the Mules." The IMars , who
captured the ECAC champion'ship
last year, return with twelve lettermen. Colby's sextet will 'turn much
of its attention toward corcaptain
Grant Hefferman, ' who finished
eighth in scoring last year with
forfcy-eight points and is off to a

fine start this winter. Colby's record a gain st Provid ence oyer the
years is ' 2-6-1. <
-Next Wednesday evening the
Mules travel to Davis Rink in Hanover, New Hampshire, to play -Dartmouth. -Davey will have , a reunion
with Dartmouth captain Jim Cooper, who was co-captain with Davey
at high school in Rochester , Minnesota and who was on two all-city
pee wee 'teams with him.

Track Fans Have
Big Treat Tonight

Tonight will bring a unique circuslike tra'ck situation to the "Wadsworth IField House. At 7 :00, the
annual Interfraterni.y Track Meet
will get underway, with entries expected from all ten houses. At the
same time, the ever-improving Colby
frosh will be taking on the oindermen from Hebron Academy.
The following is the schedule of
events set up by. coach Ken Weinbel :
1. High Jump — Colby vs. Hebron,
7 :00
Enterfraternity '
2. Standing Broad Jump — Interfraternity
7 :00
3. Shotpu't — Colby -vs.
'
.
7 :00
Hebron
.' 4. 40 yd.. Dash (Trials) —. Colby
vs. Hebron
7 :20
5. Distance Relay - Interfraternity
, 7 :30
6. 40 yd. Dash ('finals) —
Colby vs. Hebron
7 :45
7. High Hurdles - Colby
vs. Hebron
7 :55
8. Pole Vault - Colby
'
vs. Hebron
8 :00
9. 900 yd. Run - Interfraternity
8:00
10. 600 yd. run - Colby
8 :05
vs. Hebron ,
11; Sprint Relay : - Interf r aternit y ' ." ' ¦
8 :15
12 .' Low Hurdles (Trials)
8 :30
Colby vs . Hebron
/ s
.
*«.w ::::;.;.fa;j;-:.: *:w::::x *:^
13. 1000 yd. run - Colby
8:40
SKINNING THE CATS — Center Bill Oates' gesture shows his j u - vs. Hebron
14.
Low
Hurdles
(Finals)
bilation the instant after linemates Charlie McLennan and Bruce
Colby vs. Hebron
8 :50
Davey teamed up f o r the decisive goal again the New Hampshire 15. Open Two Mile
9 :O0
Wildcats last Saturday.
16. Relay Colby vs Hebron
9 :15
HOCKEY SCORING
G- A Pts. PIM
Davey
11 .8 19 2
Wood
5
5 10 ' 4
6 10
2
Lemieux
'4
McLennan
2
6 8 6
G ates
3 4 7 6
6
4
1 .5
Snow
2 4
2
Hyler
2
2
2 4 16
Winstanley .
¦
" 1 . 3 4 0
Picher
2
1 3
Lax
2
3 9
1 2
Cronin
3 3 28
Morneau
0
4
Eagle
0
2 2
83
85
T ot al
34 49

Colby Cagers Creamed ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK
By Cousy's Crew, 87'63
by Bob Grossm an
What was the reason for the Colby collapse in the contest with the
hoops ters of Boston College last
Friday ? "A boy named Walters,"
blocked three shots in a row a la
Russell and forced us to try to hit
on longer tosses," commented Mule
coach Lee Williams.
Up until that moment the Colby
cagors had done an excellent job
against B.C. The changing defense
of Williams had worked almost to
perfection , keepin g! super-star John
Austin und er control. Th en with
7 :22 lo'ft in the first half disaster
struck , Loading hy only 29-2 (5 , Walters hel ped give the Eagles enough
mo mentum to f l y ' away fr om tho
MuJo5\and , h old Colby scoreless for
tho remainder of the period. Frorn
that j unctur e onward , Boston College broozod to an easy 89-54 victory .'
Was Mr. Williams impressed with
Cousy 's o r owP "I' m sur e the y 're the
best team we'll play all year. Thoy
showed tremendous speed a.nd control led tho boards. Though we wore
able to limit Austin to 12 points,
Tod Ct^rW and Doug Hico (both
sophomores who scored a combined
total of 83 points) roally hurt us.
Thoy woro far too good for us. ''
Thus , just staying ovon 'with such
a;, squad ' is a tribute to tlio town
spirit of Colby. , Williams stressed
tlio dosha of tlie Mule fivo .
"They 're doing the host job possible, Thoy koop ' w orking, learnin g

and trying. "
With these factors in mind , tlie
coach feels Colby ought to win its
games tonight and tomorrow at Amherst and St. Anselm 's. Even
though tho home court advantage
is great, the Mules should fcriu.np.i
''if they play the Irind of ball they
ought to, " If th ese prognostications
are . correct , bho Mules will havo won
four out of the five out-df-state
games this month .
After their long road trip, the
Mules return homo this Wednesday
to battle Assumption College, According to Williams , this contest
shapes up, as a roally fine ball game.
INTRAFRATERNITY
HOCKEY RESULTS
•TDP—4 ZP—3
*DKE~5 PLP—0
PDT—3 ADP—1 ,
LCA—1 ATO—0
- ,DU—1 (del) KDil—0
*und ef entcd and tied 'f or f irs t
F I N A L BA SKETBALL
' STANDINGS

(first half)
Indies (5-5)
LCA (10-0) '. '
DU (8-2)
PDT (4-6 )
, ATO¦ (3-7)
ZP (8-2 )
TDP (7-3)
DICE ,'(24)
ADP (l-f>)
KDR
(6-4)
" ; PLP " (1-9V • ' ¦¦ '
¦'- ¦.
BO W L I N G STA N D I N G S

PLP (20.-3) i
TDP' (261.7)
PDT (24-8). - . ,
KDlV (23-9 .

ADP, (23-9)
DICE (18-14)
BP ' (18-14)
' DU (8-24)

A SLICK DEBUT — It has been
thre e years since a Colby varsity
hockey, goalie recorded a shutout.
On that, occasion Frank Stephensop,, later to be named to the AllAmerica sextet, turn ed , the tric k
against Ifew Hampshire. Saturday
night coa ch Charli e Holt rested
nctminder Larry Sawler against
the Wildcats, thereby giving soph '
omore LEE POTTER his initial
varsity .start. The Milbrook, N.Y.,
resident made 34 saves as the
Mules were outshot in their 1-0
victory. Pott er showed particula r
skill in deflecting shots .well: away
fr om th egoal mouth to \prevent
rebounds , Though admittedly nervous .di'urin s thtf . fir st period , Lee
continued to stave off the op bositipn;brilliantly to earn his sblec '
iion> i<if i.Qolby 's elev e nth Athlete
of the ' Week. s
|

Athlete of the Weak

LATE SPORTS
Norttieastern 's hockey team humbled Colby, 12-1, Wednesda y nigh t
in Boston to sen d the Mules reeling
to one of their worse defeats ever.
After Peter Lax score d for the visitors on . a pass from Bill Snow , the
Huskies continued to pepper goalies
Larry . Sawler and Lee Potter for
62 shots while Norttieastern 's Gary
Thornton was called on to make
' '
saves just 7 times.

•

•

•

KANGAROO DKIBBLING RECKLESSLY who is known affedtiona'tely as K.D.R., Was nominaited by
many observers at an iritrasorori'ty
hockey game last Monday as Colby's
Athlete of, the Weak.

The resident of the Melbourne,
Australia zoo was brought to Mayflower Hill as the first step in Colby's policy of ' recruiting Anim'alAthletes. But when she developed
the unique and terrifying ability to
lift opposing defensemen off the ice
and into the penalty pouch, K.D.R.
was promoted from the Colby varsity to the Independent Women. In
her first start , though playing only
35 seconds , she established a new
record with a total of 23 falls.

•

Colby foot ball coach Joh n Simpson was named to the Executive
Committee of the New England
Football Coaches ' Association.
• . ••
•
•
Wednesday night 's freshmen basketball game with Brunswick Naval
Air Station was cancelled due to
the excessive snowfall.
f
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GALLERT
SHOE STORE

; Carter 's Green house
112 Clinton Avenue
.
Winslow

Charge Accounts
Quality Footwear For 102 Years
.
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Maine
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(On The Rotary)
Fabulous Italian Sandwiches
Pizzas and Dynamites
"Tiny Tony " Cheese Pizza 30c
Meat Ball Sandwiches
Bear to take Out

& Gifts

wjS^B?*"*

51 Main Street

Waterville

TONY 'S

Flowers
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Free Delivery on $4.00 order

"The Friendly Shop "
Flowers Wired World Wide

and over
TR 1-9731
Open 8 :30 a.m. Dally
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B'52.8*engineiet bomberwith range of over900O
miles. Backbone of the Strategic Air Command.
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they may very well surprise everyone by being able to accept responsibilities when given the oppor,
tunity. ¦
•
An irate junior

$ 289.20

' •
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A vastly improved performance,
especially in the cross country
event" , exclaimed coach Todger Anderson as his freshman ski team
placed second in a quadrilateral
meet at Kent's. Hill School last
weekend. The Baby Mules finished
behind Farmington High School , but
edged out Kent's Hill and the University of Maine freshmen.
Pete Arnold once again turned in
the strongest individual performance
for Oolby with seconds in the slalom and giant slalomi. Bob Garrett
had a third in the giant slalom , a
fifth in the slalom , and a sixth in
the cross country. Paul Scoville
placed seventh in the slalom and
eighth iin cros's country. Also skiing
for the Baby Mules were Pete Hobart and Ed Porter. The jumping
event was cancelled due to the searcity o<f snow on the slope.

Want to get away from the dreary Maine
Winter? . Go to Nassau in the Bahama Sprin g
Vacation ! Cost includes round trip plan fare ,
hotel for seven days and two meals a day and
hote l gratuities .
i
INCREDIBLY LOW PRICE —
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Freshman Skiers
Cop Second Spot
In 4-Team Meet
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L ETTER TO THE EDITOR
( Continue from Page Two)
lack ,of "interest in assuming the
responsibility necessary for leadership in some of our organizations"
an'd for being "unwilling to step
down off their pillars of uninvolvement ' and take an interest in campus
affairs. " To be sure , the general
complaint about apathy on campus
cannot be argued and there is a
conspicuous lack of leadership in the
junior class.
However, before condemning the
'66ers as complete drones , it is only
fai r to look more closely alt the problem to see WHY there are no readymade leaders to assume campus responsibilities. '
One of the functions of a good
leader is to realize that his reign is
only temporary and that he must
be constantly training others to take
his place. In tMO many instances , the
present leaders have taken the easy
way of doing things themselves instead of finding the people who
would be willing to assume responsibilities if they only knew where to
start. Now suddenly, after keeping
all . responsibilities under tight rein
among a small group of people, the
leaders turn on the' underclassmen
and blame them for not beng ready
to take over.
Yet , despite the fact that the underclassmen lack prior experience
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LAUNDRY AND CLEANING
\/
1 E» L- JCK G \mm=*
»A SERVICE MARK OP THB NORSE DIVISION OF THB »OWa W/kRNEW CORPOflA -TION

|

AT YOUR NORGE LAUNDRY
1
AND DRY CLEANING VILLAGE
1
S Elm Plaza Shopping Center
Waterville
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m pUj readi, for a miuifi-miiiioii-doiiar responsihiiitif ?
¦' • .
If you are, there 's a place for. you on the
Aerospace Team—the U. S. Air Force. '
,No organization in the world gives young
1
people a greater opportunity to do vital .
,
responsible wo rk.
For example , just a short while ago a 23year-old Air . Force lieutenant made a start< ling breakthrough . In metal lurgy. And a
' . recent All-America tackle is doing advanced
research in nuclear weapons. B(
.j,
e
lf you; 'haye. tajent ,''Vou1l : hav^ a^ ' U-i' W« . \llll '
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THIS COUPON IS WORTH

Have a regular $2.00 - 8 pound load of drycleaning done for $1.50 with this coupon.
Typical Load: 10 sweaters or 4 men's suits or
3 ladies' suits or 3 topcoats or 8 trousers or
9 dresses.
'

IllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH

chance to show it In .the Air Force. Your
:,
work can put you and your country ahead.
You can earn your commission at Air Force
Officer Trainin g School , a three-month
course open to both men and women. To
app ly, you¦ must be within 210 days of your
.
degree.
\
•;
For more information, contact the Profes- ;¦;;. ' .. .
sor 0f Air Science. If your campus has no >
n-Aii ^a AFROTC , see your local Air V
¦Ul MS Force recruiter. .
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NO CLASSES ?

RELAX BY KNITTING
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SCHEDULE FOR SECOND
SEMESTER REGISTRATION

Interviews for those inter ested in
the position of edito r-in-chief of the
ECHO will be held Monday afternoon at 1:15 on th e third floo r of
the Eustis Building. Anyon e who
can not be there at that time but
who is interested or anyone who
On January 24, at 8 :00 p.m.,
has questions concerning the interpianis't
Stephen ilanes will present
views should contact Barb Howard ,
a
concert
in Given Auditorium .
Jan Wood , or Bill Neil.

Monday, January 25
9 :00-12:00 a.m. Freshmen Women
1:30-5 :oo p.m. Freshmen Men

Tuesday, January 26
9 :00-12:00 a. m. Sophomore Women
1:30*5:00 p.m. Sophomore Men
Wednesday, January 27
9 :00-12:00 a.m. J unior Women
1 :30-5 :00 p.m. Junior. Men
Thursday, January 28 9 -.00-12 :00 a.m. Senior Women
1 :30-5 :00 p.m. Senior Men

Pianist Stephen Manes
Presents Concert Mere

*nm»maWmWM ^KmmMmmamW

.
Every student should check his
second
semester 's . registration
card very carefully as there have
ben a number of curriculum
changes involving sections , professors , and times.

Friday , January 29

9 :00-12 :00 a.m. Returning
students and special studen ts

SUNDAY CINEMA
DOUBLE FEATURE
Debbie Reynolds
Steve Forrest
Thelma Ritter
THE SECOND TIME AROUND

Robert Taylor
Richard Todd
Dana Wynter
D-DAY , THE SIXTH OF JUNE

—Saturday after hockey game — 10:30, Girls sign out for
"movie". Over before 2:00.
Admission 50c
—Sunday 2:00.

Mr . Manes was born in Bennington, Vermont in 1940. He studied
with Irwin Freudlich at the Juilliard School df Music where he held
the Ernest. Hufccheson Scholarship.
His earlier training was with Lionel
NWak (piano) and Paul Boepple
(composition), both of the Bennington College Music Faculty.
Since the age of nine , he has appeared with over 30 orches'tras . including ' the New York Philharmonic
Youth Concert , the Boston Symphony Esplanade Concert , the BosStephen Manes
ton Little Symphony, Clarion Concer t s , and ithe Juilliard Orchestra. soloist at the Brevard, Hartford ,
Mr. Manes has also given solo re- and Allegheny Music Festivals.
citals on the East Coast and has
Among Mr. Manes many awards
made radio and television appear- are the • Fulbright grant to Vienna
ances. In March , 1963, he made his for the 1963-1964 season, the LevNi .T. denut <a't Town Hall. In the entfitt Finalist (1962), the 'Concert
summer of 1963, he was featured Artists Guildi Town Hall Award
(1962),, Honorable Mention in the
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DAILY COLBY SPECIAL
Servin g 5-8 P.M.
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FI LM DIRECTIO NS
(Continued from : Page One)
of becoming one of his important
works in serious film -- literature.
During recent years, Mr. Brakliage
has lee.-red and shown selections
of Ms varied works at Dartmouth,
Harvard , TJniversfty of Michigan
a.nd 'Princelton among many schools
' r
and universities.
Film Direction is ' pleased to be
able to Obring to Oolby -a nofcalble
youn g film make? who has proven
to be a most articulate spokesman
for the independent film movement
in America, and a person whose understanding df the importance of
films today has . Oheiped him to lead
many persons toward a rich experience in the area of the experimental film in general.

HOTEL CASSIN I

1

!¦
|

Michaels Memoraal Competition
(1962), Hoar of Music Competition
(1961), tbe Kosciosko Foundation
Chopin Scholarship (I960), Winner
of Associates of fche Art df Music
in Bositoh (1959).
For his program at Colby, Mr.
Manes has selected pieces by Mozart , Beethoven, Lionel Nowak, and
Liszt.

Specializing in
ITALIAN & AMER. CUISIN E
TRY OUR BAKED LASAGNA

Exclusive But Not Expensive . . . .

LaYEE P IlRE 'S
Hai r Fa sMons
H AIR

STYLES

Open Weekdays and most Evenings for Your Convenience

If your degree is in Liberal Arts , Engineering, the Sciences,
or Business Administration, you may very well find your
route for advancement at IBM. The marketing and application of computers offer opportunity to new graduates in
a variety of ways.
.v
At IBM, Data Processing Systems Engineers study the best
ways to solve customer problems. They find the best
methods and select the best equipment to handle each
type of problem. If your col lege experience has taught you
to organize information and approach a problem systematically, see IBM.
An IBM Data Processing Representative shows customer .
executives how IBM can help business become more efficient. In selling to business , industry, government , or .
defense,you use your own initiative and individuality . Advancement comes as you develop skills acquired in college.
Thorough initial training will teach you the techniques of
data processing and marketing computers. If yoU are looking for opportunities to grow, join IBM. Your placement <
office can give you our literature—or make an appoint- r
ment with our interviewers. IBM is an Equal Opportunity
Employer. '
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GIFT AND NOVELTY SHOP
Specializing in
HAND CARVED WOODEN ITEMS
Next to Dexter's Dru g Store—Winsl ow
— OPEN —
Weekda ys 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.—Sunda y 1 p.m. to "9 p.m,

Specializin g in
Forfci gii Car Ser vice
I

.'

H. K. Seymour
¦
'.
Branch Manager
P. O. Box 917
Portland , Maine 04104
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D A T A PR O C E S S I N G
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DON'S JENNY STA T IO N
s

66 College Avenue
(Next to the: Jeflf )

AR NOLD MO TE lt
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OPEN

M. SAVAR1N & SONS

interviews February 16

If you cannot attend the interviews, write or vl'siMhe near.
est IBM sales'off ice.
!

Co llege Coed
Elpi Plaza
Maine

D e s i g n e d f o r the
Phone 873-4803
Waterv ille
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Between Wa terville and Fairfield
On Routes 201, 100 and 11
Colby College Nearb y
CO F F E E SHO P
SUPERIOR
AAA
>
>
Pool
Air Condi tioned
Tel. 872-2735

